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Blitzwolf AA-WM2 Bluetooth Speaker
Add color to your next party, garden picnic or beach trip. The Blitzwolf AA-WM2 speaker features 10W of power and delivers high quality
sound. It supports Bluetooth 5.1 and is equipped with a 2000mAh rechargeable battery. It also stands out for its colorful RGB backlighting
with up to 7 available effects. You can also pair 2 speakers together and enjoy stunning stereo sound.
 
High quality sound
Planning  a  party  or  gathering  with  friends?  The  AA-WM2  speaker  will  provide  you  with  excellent  sound  quality!  The  device  is
distinguished  by  its  power  of  10W.  It's  also  equipped  with  a  full-range  driver  and  passive  diaphragm,  so  it  can  offer  powerful  sound,
saturated with details. It's also possible to wirelessly connect 2 speakers together for fantastic stereo sound quality and 20W of power.
 
7 RGB effects
The AA-WM2 speaker stands out not only for its impressive power and great sound quality, but also for its modern, original design. It's
equipped with colorful RGB backlighting that catches the eye and gives it a unique character. You can even customize its style to your
liking by choosing from 7 available effects. Now you can easily create an unforgettable atmosphere at your party!
 
Various connection options
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You can connect to the speaker in several ways. The AA-WM2 supports TF cards, and allows you to connect your tablet or phone via an
AUX cable. It is also possible to connect to the speaker wirelessly - Bluetooth 5.1 technology will provide you with fast, stable and reliable
signal transmission.
 
Up to 5 hours of music playback
Free yourself from cables and conveniently use the speaker wherever you want. The device is equipped with a heavy-duty battery with a
capacity  of  2000mAh.  Thus,  fully  charged,  it  allows  you  to  play  music  for  about  5  hours  or  talk  on  the  phone  for  about  20  hours.  In
standby mode, the product lasts for up to 90 days! What's more, charging the speaker will only take about 3.5 hours.
 
More amenities
The  AA-WM2 speaker  is  light  and  compact  enough  to  accompany  you  almost  anywhere  -  it  weighs  only  252.27g.  Just  pack  it  in  your
backpack and take it to your next party, meeting with friends or trip! Its convenient operation is provided by built-in buttons. The device
will also let you free your hands and talk freely on the phone - just connect it to your smartphone.
 
In the box
Speaker
USB-C cable
AUX 3.5mm cable
User manual
Brand
Blitzwolf
Model
AA-WM2
Color
Black
Bluetooth
5.1
Range
Up to 10m
Power
10W
TWS Stereo Support
Yes
Battery capacity
2000mAh
Music playback time
Approx. 5h
Talk time
Approx. 20h
Standby time
Approx. 90 days (battery charged to 100%)
Charging time
Approx. 3.5h
Interface
USB-C, 3.5mm AUX, TF card slot
Backlighting
RGB
Dimensions
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105x80.5x55mm
Weight
252.27g

Price:

Before: € 21.5004

Now: € 20.00

Audio, Bluetooth speakers
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